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BOOK REVIEWS
New Directions 9: an A.nnual Exhibition Gallery of Divergent Literary
Trends, edited by James Laughlin. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $3-75.
Any. review of such a comprehensive and eclectic volume as this must
proceed in an eclectic manner; for New Directions 9 brings ,together a random assembly of forty-two, for the most part, exceptionally gifted· and little
recognized authors, with no discernibly consistent direction or tendency in
the editing (as is copfessed in the subtitle), unless it be to snatch a bundle
of laurel boughs from th~ burning. Thus, th~ essay by James Farrell, "Some
Observations on the Future of Books," might well have served as the preface.
It is a portrait of the artist as corrupt salesman, painted on a large, imposing
canvas, with true art dying inconspicuously in the lower left-hand cornervery much left, of course, since Farrell fecit. This piece deserves, as it has
. been, to have been reprint~d for "widened circulation; for it becomes a
stirring reminder that--the operations of Gresham's Law, as enunciated in
the late Albert J. Nock's Memoirs of a Superfluous Man, hav~ already practically come full circle: the cultural bad currency driving the good out at
such appalling speed that the choice between integrity and sales, as of 1946
.
leaves no middle path for compromise.
Since the material murder of the true artist is seen best in the blushing
corpse of poetry, let us begin wjth the verse in this volume, scattered as it
is in ostensibly haphazard profusion; and let us begin where it~ begins, not
too promisingl,y, with Alex Comfort's paCifist poem, The Soldiers, which
works up into a fluent rhetoric the somewhat threadbare notion of war as
suicidal obedience:

All this I tllink the bUried men would say,
clutchi~g ~eir white ribs and their rusted helmets
n~tionless b~nes, under the still ground.
How many earnest poets, since Wilfred.Oweh, have written lines mistakable
. for these? If the poetry can be, as Owep said, me~ely in the pity, th;en
. repetition may justify itself (as in Owen himself) qua prognosis; but' since
the poetry must be in the poetry, and since the poetry of this pity wears so
thin, perhaps Yeats decided shrewdly to exclude poems like these from The
Oxford Book of Modern Verse.
William Everson's Waldport Poems, written in an internment camp for
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conscientious objectors: is peculiarly susceptible to Robert Bridge~.' strictures
concerning the rhythmic limitations implicit in the employment of free
verse. Phrase by phrase they proceed, pari passu with the line, the emotional weight of each phrase balanced with scrupulous conscience: the
whole, cumulative: and occasionally (as in Poem "Four," which contrasts
dream with actuality) moving as sentiment, but never as incantation, without
which poetry is emasculated.
Kenneth Rexroth and Herbert Cahoon have both had -the pluck to do
something about T. S. Eliot's advice ,to poets to write drama in verse. But
in returning to the crabbed, crepuscular style of James Elroy Fle~er's
Hassan, Mr. Rexroth might have been less unlucky if he had chosen another
theme than the Phaedra of Euripides and Racine; for it is almost as though
he is out to prove that our poetry is unequal to the task of encompassing
real sexual passion-as though several hundred lines of tm-gid and frequently prosaic verse are set up, principally that his philistine Theseus
may, .with a pithy geniality, knock them all down at the end.~ But surely
this wasn't the idea? Mr. Cahoon's three tiny verse charades, on the other
hand, have a good deal of elliptical wit and wisdom, but they are entirely
too self-conscious and intellectual to be even momentarily moving as drama,
even closet drama.
All these (and possibly also Tennessee Williams' spasms of dramatic,
but for the most part, as I cannot help feeling, theatrical notes for poems,
rather than poeInS') are without question serious, and more or less original,
excursions in the craft of English poetry; on the other hand, it is perhaps
unfair, withOpt a proper knowledge of the original, to attempt a review of
the seven Mexican poets here represented. It is clear that most of them
ring intriguing changes on the sad, sweet, bitter accents of erotic homage,
and, that much of the original fragrance has been lost in translation,· to be
only guessed at. More poetic energy seems to survive in Efram Huerta than
in the others, and incidentally a more masculine detachment from the faint
residue of self-pitying caterwaul heard in the other serenades; for he at least
can smile:
because your foolish little hand
is incapable of brutality . . .
because your sham is goodness,
ignoring grace of passion,
compassion alien to your face;
and because, at last, your watercolor kingdom,
your music and your eyes of ripe grain
do not pertain to this republic of lament,
nor are they meant for this moist hot forest
languishing. . . .
It must be admitted that our own inamo~ata are unaccustomed to inspiring
a passion conducive of the Elizabethan anatomies of these Mexican poets,
but it must also be doubted whether. a nostalgia for these engaging ana-
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chronisms is a new direction in any but a southern sense. As for all these·
translations of Eluard with which we are being beset, is it churlish to say,
let us have the French too, or none of it?
'
As for the selection from the posthumous works of Alice D. Estes (first
~ublished in Springfield, Missouri, In 1904) the unpretentiousness of this
drivel and doggerel 'does not make any the less pretentious the editor's introduction of it as "deserving wide recognition for its pure lyric quality and
freedom of invention." It would be a relief to know that Mr. Laughlin was
pulling' our leg, but it is sufficiently .evident thaF, here as elsewhere, the
dross of New DiTf!ctions 9 is a deposit of a species of snobbish obscurantism,
like that of Veblen's conspicuous wasters with their' fantastic but 'useless
antiques. Something like the same goes for the' illegitimate Sandburg humbug of "J.L!' (not the editor).
.
The most seminal verse in the book is" in the poems of Jean Garrigue.
It isn't just that her poems are sincere and passionate and achieve, Qn a
high plane, the recOIiciliation of freedom and discipline. For when a.poem
floods the mind with tile possibility of. many kindred. pO"ems, then we know
we are in the presence of a fertility which it is impertinent to admire for
this or that quality that we take a fancy to in the existing product. Thus,
the love poetry carries us into a sphere' of struggle totally alien to the whimper of those Mexican troubadours:
Love may breed from hate again
. Or hate breed love anew
But there's a hatred that is whole
Which may not t~ from its own· soul
But, Narcissus-fascinate,
Repudiates the all.
Is this our ill?'
And the exasperated eloquence of Oration against an Orator's Oration "lets
us hear one instant silences" that, "with five green senses" all alive, tremble
on the verge of Andrew Marvell's miracles.
~ for the narrative, which engages half the bQok, the qualities immediately visible of Kenneth Patchen, like those of the early, Auden, 'are so
dazzling that the principle of cohesion might easily be lost t() view if it
existed. It appears, however, that this principle is involved by the author,
if at all, in a manner similar to the "God help me" stroke with which the
batter swings at a too-fast curve ball. Thus the reader is treated to the
spectacle of an endless succession of slashing foul balls, with the outfield
chasing them in every direction, and fifty voiCes simultaneously shouting
encouragement in a jumble of sound that acb;ieves only a spasmodic articulateness. A great many of th~sefoul balls have everything that a home run
has, with the exception of the single fa<:t that they don't get you to firSt base.
Now Patchen's mas~er, Henry Miller, at least has a thoroughly coherent personality. and one that can strike with stunning, unerring force. Miller, too
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craves anarchy, but for the world that he destroys lie substitutes one of his
own, with a radiant sun in the sky and a nimble air to breathe.
Boris Pasternak's story of the resuscitated Heine is an interesting attempt to make a myth that will distingUish poetry from reality; but it
wavers in such cr slipshod fashion between symbolism and allegory that that
girl of Mr. Laughlin's preface, who is to pick up 'the New Directions book '.
tossed out of the, train window, is never, with all the best intentiQns in the
world, going to finish reading Il Tratto -de Apelle. Conversely, an example
of how symbol and allegory achieve fusion is to be found in the three lucid
and glorious fables of Kafka, recreated in English, with true finality, by
Joseph Kresh. '
If we were considering only the ability to communicate reminiscence
with assimilated technique, then shining out with a further light than any
of the other stories is the subtle Proustian pastiche of John Berryman; for
not the fact that this pastiche amounts, again and again, to parody (I am
a little imitating his imitation) can avail' to detract from the consummate
skill of the effect, held in long solution, but, when achieved, bursting in
enigmatic stars. It is perhaps a sign of our jaded times that a piece of prose
as sophisticated as this, able to hoard and display its prismatic melancholies
like this, can and does come to mean more than the "brutal realism" of Dr.
William Carlos Williams' record of an abortion, or than the relentless
pathos of Mr. Lowry's unvarnished tale about the soldier whose furlough
is crucified by a "light woman."
.
To cavil at the downright 'readability of~these last two stories would be
just as snobbish as to proclaim the "lyric quality" of Mrs. Estes; but sin.ce
it is new directions that we are considering, and in the given space, we shall
have to let this "mention" suffice; we must appear to ignore altogether many
of these forty-odd authors and close with Paul Goodman and Henry·Miller:
the two who really have "something to say," as distinct from just a way of
saying it.
.
Mr. Goodman I know nothing about, but there is something of Blake
and something of Swift in the genius of these parables called The Knight.
It is impossible here to give a fair impression of their terrible wit. Time
and again he hits you from the direction you least expect. His paradox
diffuses itself throughout each myth, so that there could be profit in quoting,
for style savor, only some such self-contained bit of quiet, deadly reHection
as the following:
. '
Before it is possible to go directly to what one has at heart
one must deviate into a means to the end, which to be sure does
not lead to the end but contradicts it. For otherwisel' if one'
did not deviate, there would be the danger of attaining what
one has at heart.
Here, of course, the uppercut comes from the word "danger"; but the thing
is that there is no use in expecting this author to use that particular trick
again; and in fact "trick" is the wrong word for aggression so effortless, so
piercing, and so true.
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Henry Miller is, or soon will be, a famous man, like D. H. Lawrence.
His long essay here, on Rimbaud, is this prophetic writer at his worst:
exclamatory, repetitious, formless" 3;n<.J egotistical constantly to the point
of bad, taste. Nevertheless, here, 'as in everything that Miller has written,
there glows the sensation of his own freedom and naked power, whilst his
searing jeremiads leave us prostr,cited with a sense of doom impending for
oUr "air-conditioned nightmare." Thus, although we are never quite convmced that Rimbaud's living suiQde, in itself, expressed anything but defeat, Miller is certainly the man to build Rimbaud into a colossal figure of
'
\
affirmation and denial. And thiS he does.
Finally, there are the drawings at the end. For Ralston. Crawford.l am"
coptent that Vivie~ne Koch should speak; as for the selections from Margaret Graham's British Poets Illustrated J it is as with James Thurber's:
either·you sit back and chortle, or ,you regard them with a solemn stare,
as the case maybe. Alasl the present reviewer feels a little more at home in
the second category. Altogether, New Directions g1eaves the reader hoping
that New Directions IO will contain about half as much material as its
predecessor.-:.the
half really worth arguing
about.
r
.
JOHN

THEOBALD

The Sha'dow Falls, by Georges Simenon. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1945. $2.50.
~
,The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By~ by Georges Simenon. New
York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1946. $2.50.
The Lonely Stee.ple~ by Victor Wolfson. New York: Simon and Schuster,
1946. $2.00.
The Power and the Glory~ by Graham Greene. New York: The Viking
Press, 1946. $2.50.
'
The novel of incident has regained respectability in our time by employing the findings of professional psychiatry. Melodrama supported by
psychological :veracity ,has greater adult appeal than melodrama merely
physical and fortuitous, and the contemporary reader who admires the oldfashioned virtues of a tale well plotted may find himself enticed, tJ,trough
traditional narration, into more astute dramatizations of personality than
heretofore.
'Monsieur Simenon, whose Inspector Maigret stories were always nearer
the psychopathic center of criminology than most thrillers, has now aQartdoned straight detective-story writing in favor of the serious novel-that is
to say, the novel in which the process of ratiocination is secondary to the
. social view or the ~nalysis of charactert for example. But Simenon has for
so long limited himself to observing the criminal mind housed in the normal
personality that he has lost interest in the normal personality frequently
surrounding the criminal mind. 'Consequen~y, both in The Shadow Falls
and The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By, one is provided arresting
glimpses into the area of psychosis but is neither aroused by nor sympa~
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thetically involved in a wider reference of human relations. The Shadow
Falls documents the fortunes, or rather misfortunes, of the wretched Dona.dieu family, entangled in every sort of incivility from bankruptcy to murder.
That the macabre saga of these utterly unblithe spirits adds up to nothing
proceeas from the fallacy inherent in Simenon's lack of any but a criminologist's point of view. He has given none of his characters :a conscience
above the level of a jackal's, so that valid as this deficiency may be as backhanded social criticism, it dries up artistic vitality at its source. The Donadieus are simply not interesting, either in their diseases or their destinies;
the succession of crimes committed in their name has no mote than tabloid
fascination. ~
In The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By~ written earlier, now published in America for the first time, Simenon's thriller-trained virtuosity is
more suitably enlisted. 'This case history o~ the diSintegratioq. of a Dutch
bourgeois into a calculating homicidal maniac is, in its progression, exciting; yet, since the murderer's motivation remains within th~ confines of
abnormal psychology, suspense, rather than sympathy, is likely to be the
reader's paramount emotion.
The reversal of this emphasis is the total effect of The LOinely Steeple~
(a first novel, it should be admiringly added) by Victor Wolfson, though
suspense is far from absent and prepared with an expert's skill. Wolfson's
marrow-chilling novel in G Minor is the confession of Addie Eldredge, in~
mate of a lunatic asylum, a confession which she forces out of herself after
eighteen years of scream-haunted solitude, an anguished re-enac;:tment of the
nightmare of her child400d that led to the deed of violence for which she
is suffering the further nightmare of her maturity. The superiority of this
nove~ over the wastelands and snakepits of the current fashion in psychiatric
fiction is resident in Wolfson's genuine imaginative resources, 'in the really
inspired craftsmanship with which he maintains clinical accuracy while conveying, through a wealth of sensitive metaphor, the pathos of a mind fractured by sexual guilt. A Cape Cod fishing village is the setting for this sanguine tragedy of regression; the intimacies of the weather, the architecture,
the flora, and the domestic gear are all engaged as simile or thematic imagery
in Addie Eldredge's recital. She is never permitted a literary cliche: every
obseryation is drawn up fresh and living from the deep pool of her memory~
not always without a struggle, like the exertions of her neighbetts in landing
, a net-full of gleaming blackfish-and the harmony betwee:q ,action and'
imagery produces not the mere bones but the living features of 'a style. One.
may well applaud the book not simply as a psychological and; stylistic tour
de force but as one of the few authentically felt regional close-tips in American fiction since Ethan Frome.
Graham. Greene's The Power and the Glory~ like Simenon's The Man
Who Watched the Trains GC? B'Y~ is a re-publication (formerly entitled The
Labyrinthine Ways). Also, like Simenon's it is a flight-and-pursuit novel;
but it far outclasses the Frenchman's book not only because of Gre~ne's
greater dramatic genius and practised -mastery of physical setting but also
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because its hero-victim has something at stake besides his skin. Graham
Greene long ago controlled the weapon :of psychoanalysis but he· directs it
at tasks more difficult than the encirclement of the patently criminal or
in,sane. His fugitives-a Catholic priest in this case, fleeing the wra~ of a:
"new" Mexican. govemment":'are, like Kafka's men, desperately seeking
moral identity, and their invariably twisted personalities (the priest has a
nervous· .giggle and tipples secretly) are QUt" the exteriol.' and pathetic mutilations of their besieged psyches. Just as Wolfson, by the color of his
imagination and the intensiveness of his sympathy, raised The Lonely
Steeple above the mere pity and terror' that were its basic ingredients, so
Greene, by his insight into the reality :of behavior, rescues the adventure
story technique from its characteristic implausibility. The Viking Press
should have earned the gratitude of the American reader for reintroducing
Graham Green through the best of his many and little-known psychological
fictions.
VERNON A. YOU,NG

All the Kin(s Men, by Robert Penn Warren. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and. Company, 1946. $3.00.
Robert Penn' Warren's third novel is his' best. It is at once the most ambitious and. the most finished novel I have seen for several years and certainly ought to get real consideration for the Pulitzer Prize.
Warren continues his device of two plots or stories, adopted, apparently,
from Renaissance drama. But in All ,the Kin(s Men the two plots are mor-e
integrated than in either of his former novels. One story is of JaCk Burden,
confidence man for Willie Stark, and the other of Willie Stark, country man
of siniple purpose risen to political dictatorship of his state. Integration is
achieved because the stories are the same in many events, because both
stories are told through the consciousness of Jack Burden, and because they
both operate about the same thematic center.
Telling the story through Jack Burden was a fine choice on Warren's
part. Burden is conscious voice of the theme-the search of a "modem" man
for perma.Ii.ence an4 moral integrity in 'a world ~f Machiavellian and relativistic methods. In addition, Burden is both the moved and the mover ,in the
story, for although he is on the periphery of the main political action and
attempts to stand aside from it, his own action contributes to the great fall
of the house. Finally, Burden is a ma~ of intellect and of words, a student
of history and a journalist. Warren exploits this possibility to set down a
prose of immense suggestiveness, particularly at the level of detailed,
imagistic perception~ Perhaps no other recent ~iter of fiction has written
a prose of such detailed richness. '
.
,
The most serious 'criticism must see a fault in this style, also, since the
brilliant detail seems to glut the market, getting in the way of bringing the
story to a focus. Yet Warren,finishes off this novel better than At Heaven's
Gate, which is comparible to it
complexity, and as well as Night Rider,
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which was slighter in conception and ambition. The focus is brief and not
complete enough, probably, but it is more than sufficient,~ combined with
the richness of texture and the increasing ability of Warren to shape a good
many sharp characters, major and minor, to put Warren iQ. the first rank of
our serious writers of fiction today.
ALAN

SWALLOW

The Long Journey, by Johannes V. Jensen; translated from the Danish by
'Arthur G. Chater, with an introduction by Francis Hackett. New
York: 'Mfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1945. Nobel Prize Edition. $3.50.
Fire and Ice/the first volume of this trilogy, appeared first ill the United
States in 1923, followed shortly by the others, Norne-Gaest and Cristofer
Columb'lf,S. Ten y,~ars later they were united in one volume. In 1944" the
Swedish Academy conferred the 'Nobel Prize for Literature upon Mr.
Jensen "because of the exceptional vigor and fertility of his poetic imagination, combined with an all-embracing intellectuality and bold creative expression. The Long Journey has been called an epic novel.
In a warm forest on the flank of a volcano far to the north, Man first
emerged iJnperfectly from the beast. The memory of that warmth, like a
perpetual summer, dwells always in the subconscious of the generations
since that emergence. From it, however, the Ice Age drove Man and his
kind, all save a stubborn few who, num\?ed and long-haired, faced the cold
with their puny cunning. Mter the Ice had passed, Man returned to the
scarred north to learn from adversity hoW' to live on the altered land. There- \
after one body of mankind stayed in the north, restless, fretted with desire,
tormented by memories to pillaging in the -sbuth, bl:lt returning always.
The other body, driven by the summer in its memory, fled ever southward.
From these two impulses have sprung the extremes of civilization visible in
the world today.
_
The questing of mankind, the vagrant urges, the wanderlust find their
sum in the legendary, timeless figure of Norne-Gaest, a lonely' phantom in
all lands, a sail upon chartless seas, a walker upon strange bournes, one who
stalks through aeons and alien culture~ forever unable to extinguish utterly
the candle of his life, the fateful candle given him in his youth by his mother,
~ro. With him man moved down to the seas, westering ever !toward the
Land of the Dead. With him the Cimbrians moved south to the attack on
Rome, leaving their -scattered blondness upon the Mediterranean. With
him they met Christianity moving north. Mter him Christopher Columbus
moved westward to the Americas. Mankind moves in "an imaginary ring;
perhaps it has come about of itself as'a shadow of the curve withiin which an
individual human life begins and returns to its starting point."
What form this strange tale takes is, of course, a minor matter. In a
~_ ..,.book which moves freely from the most primitive man to Darwin and beyond, which flows over mountain barriers and upon all the seas man has
traversed, the question of form is beggarly.
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The question of artistic impact, however, is weighty. This book has
been called a..,'it epic novel. It is no epic,. for here the author sees and com~
ments reflectively upon the strange and ironic patterns of history. It is no
novel, for the focus is all mankind. Readers who wish to follow the agonizing upward struggle of man in the continuity and character focus of novels
should content themselves with Vardis Fisher's anthropological reconstrlJCtions, Darkness and the Deep and The Golden Rooms. This book is more
spacious.
If the question of form is small, it .is. not so with another questionTthe
qUf;stion of what binds and fuses this· complex and wide-ranging narrative
into a compelling whole. For it is a whole, and a strong one. The answer
to this is not simple. Two themes shape constantly the course of this narrative: the first and stronger is the concept of mankind as "a name for always roaming with a hungry heart," Man the Wanderer, a part of all that
he has met, a gray spirit yearning in desire
To follow knowledge like a sinking star
Beyond the utmost bound of human ·thought.
The second of the themes is quite simply that rebels against established customs have always forced the progress of humanity toward the civilization it
knows today. The rebellion has sometimes been bloody; always it has been
violent. Again and again in this long chronicle, when custom and convention have hardened into intolerance, it is the outlaw who strikes new ideas,
opens new ways. From Fyr, that early ancestor who plundered fire from
GunungApi, the volcano, to Columbus against the complacent'ignorance
of his day, the pattern perpetuates itself.
Together with these persistent themes, the authqr'svast knowledge of
archaeology and anthropology and his eloquence bind together these apparently broken elements. At times straight narrative, at times far-seeking
historical interpretation, at times lyric prose, and at times song itself, it is
many forms in one- a new thing born of the writer's passion, his love and
wonder for mankind.
I

QUINCY

GUY

BURRIS

The Rocky Mountain ReaderI' edited by Ray B. West, Jr. New York: E.
~
P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $3'50.
The American West: a Tr~asury of StoriesI' LegendsI' NarrativesI' Songs and
Ballads of Western AmericaI' edited with an introduction by William
Targ. Cleveland and New York: World Publishing Company,' 1946.

$2·75·

"America Is West: an Anthology of MiddleWfstern-Lije7J.nd LiteratureI' edited
by John T. Flanagan. Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota
Press, 1 945. $a.75.
Mid Country: the Best Writings from the Heart of AmericaI' edited by Lowry
C. Wimberly. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebr·aska Press, 1945.

$3.50 •
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American Writing, I944: the Anthology and Yearbook of the American
Noncommercial Magazine, edited by Alan Swallow and Helen FergUson Caukin. Boston: Bruce Humphries, Inc., 1945. $2.50.
The Best American Short Stories of I945 and The Yearbook of the American
Short Story, editea by Martha Foley. Boston: Houghton MiHlin
Company, 1945. $2.75.
In a discussion of regionalism which appeared in the Rocky Mountain
Review, Wilson A. Clough asserts that the regional magazines "may water
the roots (of the literature of their section), but they are not the plant." In
the same sense, the anthologies listed above serve the cause of regionalism
indit:ectly. They are the baskets in which hanq-picked samples of the varied
prodhcts of that hardy plant are displayed to catch the "eye in the busy Fair
of .$nerican Readers.
.
The Rocky Mountain Reader ~nd The American West take their material from the section we usually think of as "The West"-from the Rockies
to the Pacific. The name of the first book shows it to have the more limited
scope of the two. It is, at the same time, more scholarly and valuable for a
genuine understanding of its particular region. Beginning with an intro- .
duction that outlines the .literary history of the Rocky Mountain area, its
material incluc;les excerpts from the best of the Mormon stories, the section
of The Ox-Bqw Incident describing the hanging of the supposed rustlers, and
a well-chosen variety of selections and stories of the life of the mines, farms
and small towns. The book is carefully planned and comprehensive; in .
fact, pne suspects that it follows the outline for a course on Rocky Mountain
Htefature that its editor, Ray B. West, Jr., has planned for Utah State College where he teaches. The American West, attractive in format and wearing an interesting dust jacket that reproduces an old engraving of a wagon
tra,in, is much more popular in tone. The only criterion for the choice of
material seems to be the individual taste of the editor, William Targ.
Anthologies sometimes make even stranger bedfellows than politics; an~
here we have Stephen Crane, Jack London, Mark Twain, Zane Grey, Washington Irving, and William MacLeod Raine as a few examples. Thebook
has an interesting section devoted to such Western~ phenomena as the stagecoach, the cowboy, and the holdup. It concludes with a collection, introduced by John A. Lomax, of some of the best-known cowboy songs and
ballads.
.
The third and foUrth bboks in the list deal with the literature of. the
Midwest. Both are excellent, with America Is West seIving as an introduction for the more modem writing in Mid Country. The outline of the English profess~r again shows thrpugh the pages of America Is West. Its editor,
John T. Flanagan, teaches American literature at the University of Minnesota, and his book is a splendid survey of the literature of his section from
the beginning. Its divisions are indicative of the thoroughness of his plan:
"Folklore and Legend," "The Indian," "Explorer and Traveler," "The
Frontier," "The Woods," "The Farm," "The River," "The Small Town,"
"The City." The authors are long established and well known-Sinclair
i
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~wis, Ruth Suckow, Edna Ferber, John Dos Passos. Mid Country, on the

other hand, has few of these longer-established bluebloods of the ,.lit~rary
trade. Its material comes from the regional magazines and contains the
names of the younger gen~ration of American writers-Warren Beck, Vardis
Fisher, Wallace Stegner, Jessamyn West, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, and
many others. The-material was ch'osen with delicate sensitivity and a welcome sense for variety. It would be hard to find a more touching story of.
childhood's tragedies than Wallace Stegner's "The Colt" or more delicious
nonsense than "Arkansas," by Raymond Weeks. Though it o(ten spills
over its self-appointed limits into oth~r sections of the country, Mid Country
is delightful Americana; it presents regional material at its best.
At first glance, it might seem that the last two books on the list would
have no conhect~on with regional literature. However, American Writing,
I944 ,is a compilation of prose and poetry from the "little" and noncommercial magazines. Inevitably, then, its material is regional. It is inter~sting
to note, too, that in -The Best American Short Stories, :1945, Martha Foley's
continuation' of Edward I O'Brien's yearly collection, approximately twenty
per cent of the stories come from the regional magazines. Miss Foley comments on that fact in the Foreword. "The smaller magazines"':"and poorer,
in a financial sense-continue the classic tradition of the poor, comparatively
little known author turning out the 'best work under our present system of
living and publis~ing." Perhaps it would not be amiss to note that fifteen
of the stories in Miss Foley's list of "Distinctive Short Stories of 1945" were
published in the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW. American Writing,
I944 contains an "Honor Roll" of stories and poems, and here are listed
fourteen stories and fifty poems published by the NEW MExzco QUARTERLY
, REVIEW, besides eight poems from the same source that are reproduced in
the volume. Obviously, then, our own regional magazine is doing its part
in ."watering the roots" of worthwhiJe literature in ~eric3..
'
Regional writers all over the country may rightfully be proud of the
variety and flavor of the fruits of their labors as displayed in the anthologies
we have named. Their inclusion'in The Best American Short Stories ~ould
seem to indicate that regionalism is achieving the ideal set up by Mr.
Clough in the essa,y quoted above. "The literature of a given area will be
regional in the, best sense if it has come from the deepest springs of creative
life in the men and'women who write first of all as human beings."
.

1il

THELMA

~

CAMPBELL

Santa Fe: the Railroad that B'uilt an Empire, by James Marshall. 'New
York: Random House, 1945· . $3.75.
/
Via Western Express and Stagecoach, by Oscar Osburn Winther. Stanford
University, California: . Stanford University Press, 1945. $3.00.
Mr. Marshall, a newspaper correspondent who admits he would r~ther
ride locomotives than eat" turns the Santa Fe Railroad into 'a steel Alex~nder
of Maced~n marching west instead of east, looking for more lands to con-
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The dream of Cyrus K. Holliday, under Marshall's treatment, engulfs the personality of its dreamer and emerges a vibrant conqueror binding'states instead of nations in its web. Mr. Marshall is a practical writer,
meticulously following the intricate intrigue of railroad expansion and
putting it all down on many pages, enlivened now amI then with photographs of bewhiskered railroaders, Western seven-wonder scenery and ancient engines. The story is further leavened by the scene upon which it is
played, the throbbing West of the late nineteenth century with its Indian
fightil,lg, depredations of buffaloes, engineering feats, and battles for rights of
way. Any tale of American adventure and empire building cannot help
.stirring the reader if he's only 99.9 percent pure dyed patriot. Marshall for- tunately now and then leaves the smoke and coal dust of.the railroad behind
him and takes the reader on historical bypaths. For instance, his descr~p
tion of the passage of a string of modem silver cars along the old rotite:
"In the dust near Newton, the shadowy figure of Jesse Chisholm sits motionless on his paint horse beside his old trail . . . far across the prairie,. galloping in company, Phil Sheridan and George Custer are riding with the feathered war chiefs of the Cheyennes and Pawnees, .old scores forgotten now in
the happy hunting ground . . . beside the old trail to Santa Fe are the
gho~ts of the prairie people, the mountain blasters, the desert conquerors
.. ~'these were the people who manhandled track whfle behind them the
com grew tall . . . out across Kansas, the shades of sodbusters and the trackspikers and muleskinners . . . and old Pete Criley waving her across the
state line into Colorado . . . out past Las Animas and the slight, towthatched figure of Kit Carson, blue eyes ashine in the moonlight . . . into
the pass and up to where on Raton Mountain Uncle Dick Wooton highballs
her over_ the top and down onto the storied plains of New Mexico. . . . "
So writes Marshall and turns a business corporation into the heroic -figure of
an empire builder. It would be pleasant if he had stopped by the track to
pickup a few more personal anecdotes of those ruddy pioneers who assisted
in the Santa Fe's great march of conquest. And he dealt all too factually with
Mr. Harvey and his charming girls. Perhaps he felt that topic had already
been done too much and too often, and left the blaring of "Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe" to the juke boxes.
.
An excellent traveling companion for those 'who today grumble over
the inconveniences still attending postwar travel is M~. Winther's book, a
sprightly account of the troubles that attended the hardy souls in California's stagecoach days. There is a breezy good humor in the Winther style,
and an apt skill in bringing to life the old-time stagecoach drivers who were
no shy adventui::ers in themselves. The author -blends a happy cocktail of
straight history and the romance of Gold Rush days with its homesick grubstakers watching an~ious-eyed for the mails. For those who today can still
trace the vague outlines of the Butterfield Trail across a New Mexico mesa
by the dark green of the mesquites, Winther's story of the founding and
expansion of the old stagecoach line, as well as the story of Wells Fargo and
i~ history-making part in the development of the Southwest, is good fare.
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Not the least interesting feature of the book is Arthur Lites' contribution of
charming' illustrations in black and white bringing to life across the pages
the galloping of the sturdy horses and the crack of jehu's whip.
MARGARET

PAGE
,

HOOD

A Guide to Materials Bearing 01!- Cultural Relations in New Mexico, by
Lyle Saunders. Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, .
1944. $5.00 •
A five-hundred-page book devoted exclusively to bibliographies is not
likely to be of interest to the general public, bu~Mr. Saunders' Guide is
~ for a number of people a publishing event of the first importance.. To
those of us for whom the history and folkways of our co':!ntry are of supreme
interest, such a book is an unmixed blessing. Most of us have had the experience of spending months and years getting up the background for some
special subject-running the files of scholarly publications, checking indexes,
reading whole books for th~ sake of finding a couple of pertinent paragraphs, worrying over photostats and microfilms. And all the while we are
getting older and the night cometh wherein no man can work. To have
all this done for one by competent scholars is, for a research worker, the
height of luxury.
The present volume (number ~ree in a series of bibliographies being
prepared by the School of Inter-American Affairs of the University of New
Mexico under the direction of Joaquin Ortega) is of primary interest to the
~ociologist, and particularly to the sociologist concerned with acculturatjon.
For material, on the traditional life patterns among the New Mexicans
whether of Indian, Mexican, or Anglo stock; the changes and adjustments
now going on; the problems created by contacts between various groupsfor what has been written on such subjects the searcher will start from now
on with ·Mr. Saunders' book. And since history and folklore are 50 intimately tied up with cultural developments, the book will also furnish a
prime source of leads for the historiaR and the folklorjst. Even the agronomist and the linguist will find' it useful.
The authors are careful to clisdaim any intention of compiling a complete bibliography of New Mexico. They merely wish to "list, with as much
thoroughness as possible, those. ppblished and ~nuscript materials having
" some relevance to' problems of cultural relations between the three main
ethnic groups within the state of New Mexico, and to indicate in some detail the specific contents of the ~arious titles which bear,most directly upon
these problems." Even a hasty glance discloses some gaps-for example Paul
Horgan's Return of the Weed, which is definitely within the area circumscribed. Nevertheless the Guide:',is a remarkably thorough and conscientious
p~ece of work.
. Mr. Saunders has arranged his material with an eye to the convenience
of the user, 'beginning:'with a "Dictionary-Guide" alphabetically arranged
where 263 primary topics can be quickly located. Following this is a series
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of eleven supplementary bibliographies on the Pre-Spanish Period, Indian
Tribes or tribal groups, Mexican Culture, The American Frontier, SpanishAmericans, and New Mexico Fiction and Drama. Adequate indexes complete the volume.
"
The University of New Mexico Press has been doing distinguished
pioneer work in regional publication for some time. With the extra im- ,
petus provided by the School of Inter-American Affairs, it seems to be
moving another long step forward. As Mr. Ortega says in his introduction,
·'the challenge for service is great," and the Southwest should be proud of
the way in which the various organizations centered in the University have
begun to answer the challenge.
C.L. SONNICHSEN

Racial Prehistory in the Southwest and .the Hawikuh Zunis, by Carl C. Seltzer. Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and
Ethnology, Harvard University, Vol. XXIII, No.1, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Peabody Museum, 1944· $.75.
The Excavation of Los Muertos 'and Neighboring Ruins of the Salt River
Valley, Southern Arizona; by Emil W. Haury. Papers of the Peabody
Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University,
Vol. XXIV, No. 1. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Peabody Museum,
1945· $4.50 •
.
On several occasions it has been my amazed misfortune to hear statements to the effect that "we know enough about Southwestern archaeology;
it is a worked-out field. Why not go' forward into greener pastures?" If
the persons who have uttered these words will read no more than the provocative and enthralling conclusions of the ~onographs here in review,
they will maintain their position only in the face of the evidence. Southwestern archaeology, far from being a dead issue, is but now arriving at a
point from which it- can define its problems and proceed to attack them
with· the directness and control necessary to sound scientific procedure. No
clearer demonstration of this fact and of the scope and fascination of these
problems has been offered than by the present papers.
Dr. Seltzer's brief monograph is, in, actual fact, Part II of his larger
report on the racial history and physical complex of the Zuni Indians of
New Mexico. A del3:Y in the publication of the more nearly. complete
work and the interest created among Southwesternists by foreknowledge of
his findings have influenced Dr. Seltzer and the Peabody museum to issue
this' segment ~ a separate.. In this decision and in the importance of the
contribution, both are to be congratulate~, for within this volume, we have
one of the major correctives which have been administered to Southwestern
studies in recent years. We are presented with a viewpoint whose implications extend to the very foundations of historical and anthropological problems in the area. If the cultural anthropologists and the culture historians
, make Dr. Seltzer's hyPOtheses their own and then test them in the field,
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we may expect a wedding of physical and cultural studies sudt as has 'not
been experienced before in this region.
His most signal conclusions may be listed: (1) he has laid to rest as
fallacious the once-prevalent conception that the physical and culturaldifferences between Basket Maker and Pueblo remains are to be credited to
an invasion of round-h.eaded people; (2) he has made a sound case for the
continuity of physical stock. "from the ,Basket Maker period clear up to re-"
cent times,"; and (3) he has shown that the customary designation of the
Pueblo people as round-headed ,(brachycephalic) and the B~ket Maker
people as .long-headed (dolichocephalic) is unwarranted. In this latter regard, he has demonstrated with facts and figures that both the Basket Makers
and Pueblos have a strong tendency toward the middle ranges of head form
(mesocephaly) and the long-' and round-headed classification is applicable
.
only to the extreme of certain groups.
This investigation into racial· prehistory "grew out of an attempt to
determine what historical changes had taken place in the somatological
complex of tlle Zuni Indians and to relate the ~unis from t:!te point of view
of time and culture to the general Southwest area and particularly' to the
Pueblo region of the past as well as its present ,extension." Starting with
the series of crania excavated by Hodge from the "Early Spanish" sections
of the Zuni pueblo, of Hawikuh, he proceeded to compare the means of
measur~ments and indices with those from various Basket Maker series, i. e.,'
from Grand Gulch in Utah, the Pecos "Basket Maker," and the Arizona
Basket Maker. When all of these proved to fall within the same physical
typel- the question arose as to-whether it was a uqique'type or whether it
, also existed among other groups more widely distributed in time and space
over _the Southwest. This problem led to, comparisons with crania from
Chaco Canyon and the Puye cliff dwellings in New Mexico and from the
Petrified Forest and Chaves Pass regions of ArUona. He also examined
specimens obtained by the Hemenway Expedition from Salado remains in
Southern Arizona as described by Haury in ,the paper reviewed below. In
all these instances; his conclusions w~re the, same: the crania represent a
smgle physical type which he called' the "S~uthwest Plateau'~ stock.
, From the fact that these series s:ome from sites dating from the earliest
to the latest 'times, he has concluded that there were no sweeping changes
in physical type or any substantial influx of new blood into this Southwest
Plateau stock until perhaps the latter part of the Pueblo IV period (13001500), except in the Rio Grande area. ,"In this latter region, the new elements arrived earlier and in greatet: s~ength than in the western part of the
upland plateau region and served to obliterate the -original 'Southwest Plateau' type."
,
One 'word of regret may be vo~ced in closing.' Although the cause was
probably a practical.one and unavoidable, it is unfortunate that Dr. Seltzer
made use only of cranial data for his generalizations. Much interest and
a sense of completeness would have been added if figures on the axial and
appendicular skeleton had been ;included in his analysis. As the matter
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. now stands, this reviewer feels a little cheated although not too greatly apprehensive of any modification that the more nearly complete information
might produce.
The excavation of Los Muertos and neighboring ruins was accomp·
lished ,by the almost legendary Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological
Expedition of 1887-1888 under the leadership of Frank Hamilton Cushing.Owing to Cushing's death and thee subsequent deflectiOJi of other memb~rs
of the expedition, a detailed report of the work had never been ·published.
Dr. Haury says that "the chid reasons for publishing at this late date are
. to make available to present-day investigators an incomparable amount of
material from the late prehistoric cultures of southern Arizona, and to roup.d
out and bring to a conclusion the work of this early archaeological expedition." In addition, however, there are some most interesting insights, provided by Dr. F. W. Hodge's Foreword (he is the only surviving member of
the Hemenway Expedition) and by Dr. Haury's Historical Notes, as to
Cushing's character and the nature of life and scientific exploration in the
early days of the Southwest. In fact, some of the quotations from Cushing's
journal indicate that he was a man of distinct literarj and historiographic
talents.'
.
-For the most part, Dr. Haury's report, originally written and presented
as a doctor's dissertation at Harvard University in 1934, is descriptive of the
finds made in Classic Hohokam sites of the fourteenth century in the vicinity of Phoenix, Arizona., The remains of these particular villages have long
since fallen before the plows and bulldozers of advancing white civilization,
and the report, therefore, represents a unique record. Dr. Haury has
gleaned from the all too meagre notes of that pioneer expedition the factual
information and has added, wherever possible, his own interpretation of
these and the 5,000 specimens now stored in the Peabody Museum of Harvard. His own great knowledge of the field and the dearth of data on
Classic Hohokam-Salado sites contrive to make this paper, factually speaking, one of the most important yet to appear on•.the subject of Southern
Arizona archaeology. However, it is the opinion of this reviewer that by
far the greatest contribution lies in his development of hypotheses toward
the attack and solution of the Salado problem. The encroachment of these
people into the Gila-Salt valley, their sojourn as neighbors of the indigenous
Hohokam, and their eventual withdrawal or, more exactly, their disappearance, all create questions of social and cultural relations that are tremenqously_ interesting both historically" and anthropologically. Followed
through the maze of their ramifications, these problems would be enough
to keep most of the arc4aeologists in the United States busy for the rest of
their lives-and still leave a vast remainder for those of their children who,
possibly benighted but surely ebullient, might choose to plow "the spent
field" of Southwestern archaeology as a career.
WALTER W . TAYLOR, JR.
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Modern Women Poets of Spanish Am"erica, by Sidonia Carmen Rosenbaum.
New York: Hispanic Institute in the United States, 1945. $4.00.
)ntroducing a study of -Spanish American poetesses with a survey of
woman's participation in all phases of life from the Conquest of America
through the centuries to the present, Miss Rosenbaum believes that woman's
reahp is free expression. According to the author, woman is more successful in subjective literary forms because her emotion ,is st.I"onger than reason.
Her forte is lyric poetry where she can· measure every word "in terms of
herself:' .She excels' in intimate novels, letters, memoirs, and journals. Today women write professionally, not merely as. an oudet for pent..up
emotions.
/"
.
The four great contemporary Spanish American women poets, Delmira.
Agustini, Gabriela Mistral, Alfonsina Storpi, and Jual!a de Ibarbourou,
are analyzed, after a discussion of their predecessors, from the standpoints
of their life and character, works, themes, and style. A few words from this
study about each of these four poetesses will serve as samples of Miss Rosenbaum's penetrating evaluations: ~Of Delmira Agustini: "Delmira aspired to the highest-to completeness-in"Jife, iJl
love, in art, for she felt that all lives were rooted in her being and that she reflected
all things:' (Page 165).
Of Gabriela Mistral: "There is never any gaiety in hW poetry-nor lightness-for
her emotions are always ardently passionate (in the love poems), intensely.ierious
(in the 'philosophic' or religious ones), or poignantly tender (in the maternal ones,
or cradle-songs) . . . . For life, love, nature ... tum only a tear-stained face to
her:' (Page 193).
'
Of Alfonsina Stomi: "Her poetry frequently transcends the personal bounds and
becomes, at times, almost social in character . . . . Her poems too, may be called
'ce~ebral' . . . . Thus, we may well c;onsid~r her the most intellectual, the most objective, and the most social-minded of these modernist Spanish American poetesses."
(Page 226).
Of Juana de Ibarbourou: "In her coquetry, in her 'weakness,' in the preponderance
of the sensory, the instinctive, rather than the rational, mental attitudes, she is the
most truly feminine of the major poetesses of Spanish America; for it is said that in
those qualities lies the true essence of femininity." (Pages 255-6).
I
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The book is divided into three sections, "The Psychological Front,"
"The Econontic Front," and "The Political Front." In the first section Mr.
Privitera voi(~s some of the fallacious conceptions we, North Americans, .
have of the Latin Americans; and he points out some of the judgments,
based on ignorance, which we make in our smug, superior way. He quotes,
very aptly, some of the poorly informed writers, both travelers and offi~als,
"blitz visitors," who have aided greatly in continuing and extending these
fallacies. Government agencies have blundered badly; radios and movies
add to the misconceptions and prejudices. Truth, not condemnation or
romance, is the basis for real co-operation. The mate{ialistic United States,
measuring success in wealth, fails often to see any but a practical interpretation of life; Latin America has appreciation for the poet, the artist; it shuns
"the machine for technical work" that "binds men to things."
~ontinuing the contrasts of ideas, the author touches upon LatinAmerican individualism, the position of women, and religion, showing how
culturally and historically the mores have been built up.
Turning to the economic aspect of 'the Good Neighpors, Mr. Privitera
speaks warm'!y of Mr. Henry A. Wallace in his official visit to Latin Ameriea
and the contl'ibution to understanding made by his knowledge of the Spanish language. All this evidence is in contrast to the mistakes we have made
_in Puerto Rico, our economic imperialism and our perpetuating of economic slavery and the exploitation of the poor as in the tin industry in
Bolivia. Greater recognition of the interdependence of peoples is imperative if we wish to build good will south of the Rio Grande.
'.Pte last section; "The Political Ft:0nt," discusses the internal politi~
situation in Brazil and in Argentina, the Chilean Popular Front, Aprismo~
and the Mexican Revolution. Understanding these even a little, the author
thinks, will be of far greater benefit in furthering co-operation than poin~
ing to the results of Pan-American Conferences or praising democracy in
platitudes.
.
Mr. Privitera speaks frankly; h~ penetrating evaluation of the mistakes
and the crude brashiness of the materialistic "Good Neighbor" is thought
provoking. But upon co-operation and understanding our sound future
rests. We would do well to take stock and continue to build a Good Neighbor Policy, for "it is not too late."
DOROTHY

WOODWARD

A State University Surveys the Humanities~ edited with a Foreword by Loren
C. MacK.inney, Nicholson B. Adams, and H3;ITY K. Russell. Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1945. $4.00.
DemoCTatic Edt/,cation~ by Benjamin Fine. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company, 1945. $2.50.
The Development of Higher Education in Mexico~ by George I. Sanchez.
New York: King's CroWn. Press, 1944. $1.50.
The University of North Carolina has observed its sesquicentennial
fittingly through the publication of a number of volumes dealing with varl-
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ous phases of its activities. It is particularly appropriate that a comprehensive book should be devoted to the role of humap.ities, for North Carolina is one of the few state-supported aq.demic;: institutionsrwhich can rightly
claim an enduring and vital interest in humanistic studies. The introductory
essay by Wallace E. Caldwell is a historical survey of the humanities at the
University from 1795 to 1945 and, as such, serves not only to outline the
changing attitudes toward the humanities 'at that institution but also to
:remind us of the struggle the proponents of such studies have had to engage
in throughout tlJ,is country for the last century and a half.
The core of the present volume, is a series of ,.eleven essays under the
general heading, "The Humanities and the Humanistic. Ideal in the .Fields
of University Education." It is almost, axiomatic that nearly all discussion
of the humanities should be marked by sharp disagreement. Though most
of the authors accept the statement of the editors of the volume emphasizing
the point that humanistic study is something I!l0re than the pursuit of cerain subjects ("The validity in' the concept of the humanities lies in the
humanistic ideal, not. in a group 'of traditionally humanistic subiect~'), they
are far from unanimous in their views. James L. Godfrey's "Histqry,"
largely a plea for the historical method as a means of avoiding the separateness of the various disciplines, is followed appropriately enough by G. C. .
Taylor's "Th¢ Beast in Man," a dutiful application of the method to the history of an idea: the great thinkers of all times have been aware of the fa,ct
that man is not all good. But this comucopia of quotations is followed by
what is suppose.dly a companion piece, Paul Green'& "The Creative in Man,"
a pseudo-poetic ou~burst against the historical method. Again, Helmut
Kuhn ("The Hum~nity of Man") argues that, although man as an object
of study belongs to several fields of investigation, only a philosophical anthropology can provide a compreheJ;1sive theory of man: "Philosophy alone
asks the radical question, 'What is man?' And its answers alone, inadequate
though they be, touch' upon the root of what we are." , But though Kuhn
lists psychology as one of the most important contributory studies, J. F.
Dashiell, assaying its role along with' that of education, maintains loudly
that each is completely distinct in both aim and subject matter from the
humanities. Inci~eJltally, though the author of~this chapter is generally
successful in avoiding the jargon of his trade, he eaSily wins the laurel for
the heaviest of the seventeen styles represented in the cpllection: "It is to
be the suggestion of the present paper that an overview of the history ,of
educational systems of all centuries and countries leads to the disc~very of
an enlightening dialectical principle."
Perhaps many will .be surprised to find that the most pleasingly writ. ten essay is that by the mathematician of th~ group, Archibald Henderson,
though this fact will hardly be news to the many who are already familiar
with Mr. Henderson's contributions in a variety of fields. Here he asserts
convincingly the interdependence and mutual n~eds of' the sciences and the
humanities. Mr. Henderson's. paper constitutes an.admirable answer to
die point of view maintained by Howard Odum as champion of the social
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sciences: "What the social sciences would insist upon . . . would be that
the humanities are a part only and not the whole of any education, and
'above all not pf the.general education of modern folk in the contemporary
world."
Although it is impossible to comment even briefly on each of the remaining contributions, H~ward R. Huse deserves particular commendation
for his exerci~e in common sense, "Language Study," wherein he argues
that only througb the study of a foreign language can one thoroughly understand the characteristics of any language, especially hi~ own. He also re- .
minds us that much study of foreign language is far from humanistic, a
point the language teachers are frequently inclined not to admit. Part Three
,of this volume, entitled "The Humanities and the Humanistic Ideal as
Viewed by Professional Men," is composed of three inconsequential essays
from the fields of medicine, law, and business, and an excellent chapter
representing journalism, Gerald Johnson's "The Humanities and the Common Man," one of its chief merits being that in neither subject matter nor
style does it have the slightest association with journalism. The fourth and
concluding section is made up ~f the most detailed discussion of all, NorIlian Foerster's "The Future of the Humanities in State Universities." Foerster possesses a prof<?und awareness of the extent to which humanism has
been almost completely displaced by' naturalism, but his program for a
humanistic revival is peculiarly unconcerned with the realities of modern
education as presently hawked in state-supported schools. We must have,
first of all, great faculties; great fa'culties t;esult only from great administrations; great administrations are the direct reflection of great presidents;
great presidents can be chosen only by great governing bodies; and great
boards of trustees must be composed solely of great men. Although this
essay emphasizes still further the disparate character of the volume,-Foerster and Henderson, for example, are far from agreement in their attitudes
toward science,-it is easily the most carefully developed of all and the most
worthy of careful reading.
If A State University Surveys the Humanities reflect~ the varied and
often inconsistent opinions of its seventeen authors, Democratic Education
mirrors in much more obvious fashion its author's well-defined attitude toward contemporary education. Mr. Fine, who, as education editor of the
New York Times~ earned for that paper the Pulitzer priZe through his now
famous report on the teaching of American history, is an enthusiastic champion of what he considers democratic education, a violently anti-Hutchins,
ardently pro-Dewey propagandist. Though there is actually very little that
is either new or important in this volume, there is none the less much inter.esting and provocative material here. The opening chapters provide a
fairly satisfactory hi$torical sketch of education in the United States, and
those which follow (chapters eight through eleven) limn rather neatly the
four main currents in our present higher educational system: the aristocrat-ic wing, traditional education-the main stem, democratic education in
practice-the land grant colleges, and, the progressive wing (to use the
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author's terminology). Like most of those who a:e unsympathetic toward
the Hutchins-Adler-Barr-Van Doren point of view, .Mr. Fine discovers that
the only practical value in the Chicago and St. John's experiments lies in
• their influence on other institutions. He is only slightly more tolerant of
the traditional varieties of education as dispensed at such places as ,Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Dartmouth, and Williams. But this almost
begrudging tolerance yields to veritable ecstasy 3;S he views the marvels of
our land grant institutions, especially as typified in the state universities of
"",,- IlliI;lOis and Minnesota and in Rhode Island &,tate College (Fine's alma
.!Dater, where he earned his degree in agriculture but not without first
having been infected with the virus of journalism through his editorship
of the college newspaper).
, For many nonacademic readers (as well as for most of those associated
with either colleges or universities) the most significant,portion of this book
. is the last half, which centers' around the attitude of the returning veteran
.' toward education. If Mr. Fine's e)abore:,.te S'liryeys are correct, practically all
the veterans desire vocational or technical trainjng and wish to secure it in
the shortest possible time. Mr. Fine is convinced that this emphasis on the
practical is also shared by the populace at large and he advocates, therefore,
that practically any' sort of training should pe provided by the colleges for
every one. No i!1dividual shall be dropped merely because he happens to
fail but, on the contrary, he is to be encouraged to hang around as long
as he desires: "Stay as long as you wish. We feel that the longer you remain
at college, the better citizen you will be when Y0l;l finish." One shudders to
think of the college campuses of the futUre crowded with super-civic-minded,
senile students still striving to become better citizens so that in their dotage
they may contribu~e more hilly to the life of the community. Bahl All in
all, though, Democratic Education is well worth reading, not because it presents satisfactory solutions for all the.probletns considered but rather because ~ts elaborate analyses and opinionated views provide a vigorous' challenge to all who are in any way' interested in the future of higher education.
In a"sense, The Development of Higher Education in Mexico is ,a dangerous book in that most of us will r~ad it and then pat ourselves on our
much-patted' backs as we think: "Poor Mexicol Such illiteracyl Such lack
of educational administrative organizat~onl Such meddling political interferencel" Yes, with our semi-literate literacy, ~ur bumbling pedagogues,
our politics-free education I Reading this account of the vicissitudes of
higher educatipn in Mexico is a very sobering experience as well as a very
rewarding one. During the sixteenth century education in that country
was in a highly flourishing condition; many '~chools and colleges were
founded and developed by men of initiative, insight, and broad social perspective. Then a period of stagmition set. in and continued during the' '
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, only to be followed by the !urmoil
and chaos which characterized the life of our closest southern neighbor
during the nineteenth' century and the first two. decades of the. twentieth.
At first glance Mr. Sanchez's volume may seem to prove the correctness·' of
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Mr. Fine's position: universal education as the panacea for Mexico's varied
ills. Ac~ually, though, both of _these books are chiefly important because
they make clear the need for attempting to define and establish certain fundamental princip~es, the sort of thing the North Carolina symposium en4eavors to d9, albeit with only partial success.
THOMAS A. KIRBY

The Governing of Men, by Alexander H. Leighton. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1945· $3.75·
Born Free and Equal, by Ansel Adams. New York: U. S. Camera, 1944.
No price indicated.
On'e Nation, by Wallace Stegner and the editors of Look. Boston: Houghton MifBin Company, 1945· $3.75
A Negro's Faith in America, by Spencer Logan. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1946. $1.75.
Dew on Jordan, by Harold Preece and Celia Kraft. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $2.50.
Here are five books which are concerned, in one way or another, with
what may well be the central problem of our time: the question of the relationship of minority groups, racial and religious, to ,the larger groups in
which they are, atone and the same time, both members and aliens. These
books, even considered together, do not encompass the whole probleJ,ll, but
they do exhibit enough "ariety in their approach, content, and scope to indicate its enormity, its complexity, and its importance.
Commander Leighton, in what is easily the most scholarly of the five,
analyzes the history of the Japanese Relocation Center at Poston, Arizona,
for the purpose of deriving a set of principles and recommendations which
might be universally applicable to problems of public administration. As
head of a research project, jointly sponsored by the Navy, the Office of
Indian Affairs, and the War Relocation Authority, Leighton, together with
his fellow worKers" spent more than a year at Poston, charged with the responsibility of advising the administrative officers concerning current situations in the Center and making observations and analyses that would have
bearing on general problems of administration and government particularly
in occupied areas. The resulting book is really tWo books: one the story
of Poston itself and the relationships that developed among the Japanese
evacuees and between the Japanese and the administrators of the Center;
the other, illustrated with· examples drawn from a variety of sources, a set
of principles covering the reactions of individuals, systems of belief, and
social organization under conditions of stress. As such, The Governing of
Men is a doubly important contribution to the literature on the minority
group, for not only are the principles of behavior and the recommendations
for.the guidance of administrators of significance on both the· practical and
, theoretical levels, but the Poston research project is itself of. particular interest in that it repre§ents one of the too-few attempts to apply the methods
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and findings of social science to the solving of an iriunediate and practical
.
social problem.
Born Free and Equal deals with another Japanese Relocation Center,
that- at Manzanai in Inyo County, California. But where Leighton's approach is scholarly and analytical, Adams' is journalistic, with too much
talk of bright, cold mornings, dean, light, crisp air, small toddlers, benign
.old gentlemen, and $e lush bounty of the earth, and too little of how it
felt to be a Japanese-American, uprooted and stuck in what was essentially
a concentration camp, of the human problems that developed, or of the resentments and frustrations that the Japanese undoubtedly' felt. The Japanese th~t AdaIJlg portrays, both in his· text and his technically excellent
pqotographs, are so' healthy, so happy, so amiable, apd so apparently well
adjusted that one cannot escape the feeling that this book is a sort of Chamber of Commerce brochure filled with a good deal of sweetness and not too
'
' .
much light.
Much more successful with the technique of combining pictures and
text.into an indictment of our handling of the minbrityproblem is Wallace
Stegner's One Nation. In a series of fact-jammed essays and a gallery of
photographs which collectively pack a treJ!lendous emotional punch, Stegner .has sketched the backgrounds, present situations, accomplishment'S, and
aspirations of nine of our largest ,minority groups: the Filipinos, Japanese..
Americans, Chif:1ese, Mexicans, Indians, Sp,anish-Americans, Negroes, Catholics, and Jews. Seeing rightly that we do not have a separate Negro problem, .Mexican problem, Jewish problem, or Oriental problem but rather
"one national problem of how to integrate all our diverse' cultures and
peoples into one society," Stegner traces the causes and results of our present policies of segregation, discrimination, and denial of opportunity and
shows the cost in terms of wasted humanresource~: Th~ picture, as he presents it, is black, but less black than it was, and more than it will be in the
future. We are moving persistently"in the direction of something like~racial
equality, Stegner concludes, and although the lot of .the minority group
member in oUr society is hardly enviable, the solution of his problem: is not
only historically ineVitable, but "tan be materially hastene.d by the efforts of
a;ny American with the, imaginatipnand the good will to work at it."
One such American is Spencer ~ Logan, whose b~ok A Negro's Faith in
America won the Macmillan Centenary Award for nonfiction work by a
member of the armed services. The Negroes and the whites in America'can
come to terms, Sergeant Logan believes, but only if each is willing to make
some concessions to the other. The Negro must become more self-critical,
must have better leadership, must iearn to meet aggression and hostility
without retaliatory violence, and must exercise the patience which ~e
possesses in abUn~ce. The whites, for their pari,' must learn to see
Negroes as individuals rather than a stereotypes and must provide.'them with
an opportunity to earn social, economic, educational, and political equality.
,Although not yet admitted to all its benefits, the Negro believes in democracy, and that belief, in Logan's opinion, "constitutes a great challenge to

I
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America
a test of how much or how little faith white America has
in democracy." There is nothing very new in Logan's book, nor is it exceptionally well written.' But his ideas are expt:essed- simply and directly,
and the faith that he voices is a practical kind based on working as well as
waiting, a kind of faith that will ultimately work its own miracles. Spencer
Logan wants to be not a Negro-American, but just an American. And the
faith and course of action that he. sets down in his little book are well calculated to give him and his fellows that which they so greatly desire.
Dew on Jordan is an anecdotal account of the small religious cults and
folk churches of the Southern hill country and of the colorful and Godfearing characters who carry the Word among the backwoods people. Sympathetically written by two persons who know their subject through long
personal acquaintance, Dew on Jordan brings into focus a relatively neglected aspect of American folk life, the little churches and deviant sects which,
though small in size, are long on faith, and which have contributed their
mite of brightness and color to the American cultural mosiac.

.

LYLE

SAUNDERS

Lay My Burden Down, edited by B. A. Botkin. Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1945. $3.50'
Moving, dramatic narratives told ~by former slaves make up the' 286
pages of Lay My Burden Down. With unusual editorial adroitness Mr.
Botkin has chosen excerpts from nat:ratives of more than 2,000 persons and
with his own commentaries has woven them into a treatise most persuasive
against the inhuman system of slavery. Those who are interested in getting
at the truth behind this tragedy of human history need only read the answers which these people have given in their own words to the questions:
"What do~s it mean to be a slave? '\That does it mean to be free? And,
even more, how does it feel?" It is in the later category that Mr. Botkin's
book particularly excels; from the narrators' own lips come the graphic
portraitures which live, breClthe, and throb, recreating accurately an atmosphere not only of a past but a people. These recitals give a poignant study
of the structure of slavery-the torture of men being cruelly beaten, of being
tied to trees and left· unconscious all night, of the masters' children whipping
house servants who' had nourished them, of mothers not allowed to keep
their babies, of men sold like horses, of women forced to yield to masters or
to masters' choices for the breeding of more slaves.
There is information about house servants and field laborers, about
"paterollers" and slave drivers. Through the variety of themes, attitudes
and temp..ers. which the collection reveals, one sees mingled with the grim
trage~ touches of comic relief.
:
The organization is in five general categories: "Mother Wit," "Long
Remembrance," "From Can to Can't," "A War Among the White Folks,"
and "All I Know About Freedom." "Mother Wit" portrays the life of the
individual chiefly through tall tales and anecdotes. '''Long Remembrance"
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presents the anguish of human lives. One cannot. help· wishing that Mr~
Botkin had reversed the sequence of his topics an~ 'not introduced with
". jokes and anecdotes a book whose principal themes are misery and sulfez:ing. \
Interpolated in the narratives are a few incidents which show fidelity and
sometimes tender attachment of slave to master. There are some slave
heroes and heroines whom no masters ever downed. Some of the most
pathetic. ent:!ies are those concerned with freedom and the inability of L~e
~freedmen to disentangle the reality from wishful·thinking.
For the student of folk literature, the mO$t imp<?rtant section is "Mother
Wit.'; Here there are tall tales, preacher stories, beast_fables, anecdotes,
ghost tales, -and folk-say. Interspersed in the narratives in the other sections there are also proverbs and passages which show artistic poetic impulse,
the gift of condensation, vivid imagery, and pictorial language. One
realizes the difficulty of rendering narratives takeP,. from a multiplicity of
sources and under varying conditions in the language definitely used by the
folk. Yet h3;d reproduction of this language be~n possible it would have
.
given greater authenticity and force to the book.
Enlightening in the realm of social history, valuable as economic philosophy, illuminating as folk literature, Lay My Burden Down is revealing,
poignant, readable.'
S TEL LA. B R EWE R B ROO K E S
G

Names on the Land: a Historical Account of Plac.e Namin[{ in the United
States, by George R. Stewart. New York: Random House, 1945. $3.00.
,

Names on the Land is much more than the usual study of "place naming," for Mr. Stewart's names are most important links betw.een us and the
men who put them on the map and what those ~en did when they settled
the United States. His book is thus history at its most natural and human
level, whether he 'Writes "Of the naming that was before history" or of those
names blazoned by the first Spaniards or Charles Stuart or the Massachusetts General Court or Lewis and Clark, whether~e finds them the procLuct
of "Melodrama in the Forties," or-of the Civil War or Congress or the Board
of Geographic. Names. Always the r~adei is conscious of the men and the
human event behind the name, of the habit of mind, the homesickness of
heart, or the zest o~ imagination that gave names. to Goodnight and Picketwire, to Boston and Providence, New London and-Worcester, Chicken Thief
Flat and Angel's Camp.
.
From 'the Hudson to the Golden Gate in space and from Florida to
Lidice, Illinois, in time, Mr. Stewart ranges the more· than four centp,ries of
our naming. His record is constantly alive because he never forgets that
these names are men's handwriting on the land, that incident and anecdote
and character must keep constant upper hand of pure etymology.-Best of
all is the impetus this book should give to more of our states and counties
and towns to se¥ch out, with similar zest, the remaining local chapters of
this story in the further records of their place names.
KATHERINE
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The Photographs of Edwa1'd Weston" by Nancy Newhall. New York: The
Museum of Modem Art, 1946. No price indicated.
The Modem Museum continues its significant contribution to the art
world by publishing such books as Nancy Newhall's book on Edward Weston. With the Museum's usual high type of presentation, the book at hand
is an exemplary specimen of the art of bookbinding and printing. It reproduces twenty-three of the finest of Weston's' photographs and contains a
critical and biographical essay on Weston by Miss. Newhall. If Weston had
done no more than the photographs chosen for reproduction in this book,
he justifies the elevation to the top rank of master-ar.tist which the Museum
so magnanimously grants him. In showing his art and publishing it the
Museum has elevated itself.
LLOYD

L6zES

GOFF

Lincoln and the South" by J. G. Randall. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
'_
University Press, 1946. $1.50. :i
., . . . I aril by birth a Southe~er . . . " Lincoln told a delegation in
1864. Such is the starting point of these Fleming Lectures on Southem History given in Baton Rouge in 1945~ The author.th~_n proceeds to show
that the great Union leader of the 'sixties kIlew and understood his native
sectioIi. For many y~ars, Lincoln was an ardent member of the. Whig
Party, which was dependent on Southem, support. His ideal statesman was
Henry Clay. When the war ~~e, Lin~ln acted, as someone has said, as
though "he would like to have God on l}.is side, but must have Kentucky."
His moderation an~ patience saved the border stat~s for the Union, even
though Northern abolitionists and English liberals withheld their applause.
As late as the Hampton Roads conference (February, 1865), Lincoln favored compensation to slave owners. The following month he held a conference with Grant and Sherman and authorized the generous peace terms
which those generals gave Lee and Johnston. If the President's plans miscarried, the failure was due to his assassination and to partisanship in Congress. Randall shows that, at the time_ of Lincoln's death, there were some
disceming men in the South who realized that their section had lost its best
friend.
Perhaps this reviewer may be pardoned for mentioning a conversation
he had with a friend of the family in South Carolina' during the summer of
1915. This gentleman, a Confederate veteran, glanced"at Muzzey's An Ame1'ican History, which I was reading when he" called, and said that it would be
impossible to use the book in the college "of which he was president. When
asked for a reason, he cited the statement that "Lincoln's election did not
justify secessiQn." "Anyone who lived in those times," the good doctor declared, "knows that it is not due." Certainly this was the supreme tragedy
of the eighteen-sixties. Given opportunity, a wise leader might have averted
a bloody and expensive war and all the bitterness of reconstruction. And the
quarreling sections had the leader if only he had received more generous
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support., Unfortunately for the nation, he· was' misunderstood and dis·
trUSted until too late, and partisanship frustrated the work of statesmanship. _
And, the author adds, there was a similar tragedy in 1919.
The South generally accepted Lincoln as its frjend long before 1945.
-:. Yet it was em~ently fitting that this theme should have been developed in
such Convincing fashion before a Southern audience. The choice of the
speaker and the timing . are also excellent. Dr. Randall is an eminent Lincobi authority whose two-volume work was in press at the moment. Cer-~.
tairily the le~tures and the "small book on 'a very large subject" will reach
many who will never read Lincoln the President, though doubtless IIlany'
others will be unable to resist the temptation to allow the University of
Illinois professor to make them more intimately acquainted with the great
personality of whom he speaks and writes so persuasively.
Like Lincoln, Randall has ties which bind him to the South. The little
book is dedicated "To the Beloved Rebel who abides with me."
MARION

DARGAN

Saints and Strangers, by Geo~ F. Willison. New York: Reynal and Flitchcock, 1945· $3.75.
.

,

Here are the "sainets," like William Brewster and William Bradford,
who made their pilgrimage -from Scrooby, England, to Amsterdam, to Leyden, and finally to the Plymouth Colony; here are the "strangers," men and
women such as Miles Standish :and Priscilla Mullins, recruited to supplement that small band of the English merchant adventurers who financed
the Old Colony; here also are ~'hired hands," among them that "hopfull
young man," John Alden; here are "servants" too. With one bond in cOm. mon, that all were "from the cottages and not the castles of England," that
all were uin conscious revolt against the aristoaatic principle so-called,"
they sailed for the New World "without a drop of blue blood to be found
anywhere among them." Their story has been many times told, but this
time it comes, without myth and legend; layers of piety, Plymouth Rock~s
traditional certainty, Longfellow's Miles Standish, and, we suspect, several
generations of "Mayflower descendants," figure' in this account principally
for ref~tation. The result is a really living portrait of the New World's
first venture in demoaatic liviDg, 'penned in the humane tradition in the
best sense of that much-abused term.
Among his book's fresh and individual merits is Mr. Willison's .keenly
relished, full use of firsthand records, notably, of course, William Bradford's
Of Plimoth Plantation. From Scro.oby days to the virtual dispersal of Plymouth Colony, saints and strangers .seem always to s~ak for themselves. _
Their concrete, forceful Elizabethan English is skilfully woven into Mr.
Willison's account to tell how they met "with answerable courage" the hardships of settlement, of tangled &n;;tnce, and of the fru~tless struggle of Ply- .
mouth COlony against the austere, enaoaching, theocratic Massachusetts
Bay s~ttlement. Mr. Willison reads. between the lines as skilfully as he
. I

"
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quotes: the essential humanity of the Scrooby and Leyden cqngregations
shines through the fog of theological controversy; religious and economic
motives seem fairly balanced as "King Beaver" comes into account; MilesStandish~ and his Pilgrim supporters turn up without Bradford's whitewash as they rout the Massachusetts Indians at Wessagusset.
Through it all, these Pilgrims are men and women' once more, as they
were on seventeenth century New England shores. Even the appendices
are full o~ life. There is an excellent biographical roster of the Pilgrim
Colony. The modestly retired notes are so superbly readable as almost to
deny their scholarly identity, most of them being additional nuggets from
the records, set forth with just the right degree of present tolerance, perspective and humor. Even the bibliography is evaluated and annotated
with critical relish.
KAT HER I N E S I ld 0 N S

We Stand United and Other Radio Scripts~ by Stephen Vincent Benet, with
a foreword by Norman Rosten; decorated by Ernest Stock. New York
and Toronto: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1945. $2.50.
~

~

You will want We Stand United in your bookshelf, just after John
Brown's Body and Western Star and just ahead of America. You will want
it there because one reading will not suffice,. and you will want ,to refer to
it again and again when you are pondering, along with 140 million other
Americans, the destiny of America . . . or is it democracy? .. -. about which
Benet thought and felt so much. Those problems left unanswered in his
great unfinished symphony, Western Star~ are answered in We Stand United~
answered in angry, hard-driving words o~ patriotic propaganda.
We Stand United is important because it presents Benet, the great believer in democracy, in the most democratic cultural medium, the radio
script. Through the scripts of this collection, and their presentation over
the air, millions of Americans heard and heard of Benet for the first time.
. Benet knew that here was the medium through which he could ,reach the
heartstrings of America. He knew that there were 32,000,000 homes in his
beloved America, and that 94.6 percent of the~homes had radios. He knew
that there were three times as many radio homes as there were telephone
homes, and five times as many radio homes as there were bathtub homes;
and that five times as many people listen to the radio as read the newspaper. Benet wanted to talk to America; radio was his medium. In com·
pany with Carl CC!IIIler, Archibald MacLeish, Orson Welles, Norman Corwin, Arch Oboler, and Ronald MacDougal, Stephen. Vincent Benet, in We
Stand United~ left the comparatively small audiences of the printed page
an~ ~ppealed, during the war years, to the audiences of millions who listen
to the spoken word over the radio. The initial essay, itself entitled "We
Stand United," read on the America United Rally at Carnegie Hall, with
music by Paul Whiteman, had a listening audience of approximately 30
million. Th~se were the millions that were America to Benet.
.
This posthumous collection also contains the six "Dear Adolf" letters;
~
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the prayer, "Towatd the Century of Modem Man," read to the nation by
President Roosevelt; "Thanksgiving DaY-1941"; "A Time to Reap"; "The}!
Burned the Books"; "The Undefended Border"; "Listen to the People";
"A Child Is Born"; and "Your Army." , This volume includes the best radio "
sc;ripts ever assembled under one cover; it will be a handbook for the student of radio~d.ramatic techniques; it will be a desk copy for any reader who
enjoys fine essays, good poetry, folk'humor and,wisdom; it will be 'a revelation to those who still believe that the literature of radio is limited to soap
.operas and commercials.
,
We Stand United is not Benet at his -beSt:: it is an angry, versatile, purposeful Benet-but always a Benet telling a good story or singing a massive
chorale.
ROBERT E. BARTON ALLEN

II
i
I
I

,I

I

I

Pr~historic Cave Paintings, by Max Raphael; translated by Norbert Guter-

man. The BollingenSeries IV. New York: Pantheon Books, 1945.

$7.50.

"

The texts of art books are, all too frequently, atteIJ;lpts to compete with
the art they reproduce and discuss. Such texts are usually blown-up, labored
efforts to create another "work of art" in juxtaposition with those shown.
The net result is dull, superfluous reading. What is needed is simply information, critical and personal observation.,
'
Max Raphael's :text in his first published book in, English, Prehistoric
Cave Paintings, one of the latest of the Pantheon Series, fits into the latter
category. His writing is an admirable accompaniment to the superb cave
paintings reproduced'. Unlike ~ too many writers on art, Mi: Raphael is
very well. qualified.' Born and educated in Germany, he q.as taught and
written on art and aesthetics, in that country, in France, and in the United
States (si~e 1941).. Of his many, books, his first ,was Von Monet Zu
Picasso, published in Munich in ~913. His knowledge is ably reflected in
the book at hand, although perhaps the writing suffers a bit in translation
from the, Germ.an. "(There is a certain awkwardness and overcrowding of
ideas which makes for slow reading.) The body of the text is rich in ideas
and observations of aesthetic, sociological, economic, ~nd historic significance. Certainly it is far from popular advertising-copy style so often used
to ':sell," first, the :writer or critic and, then, the art discussed. Instead,
, Mr. Raphael's writing enhances the appreciation and the enjoyment of the
most important cave paintings of France and Spain by demonstratipg
why they hold such an impact for modem man.
To begin with, Mr. Raphael accepts the fact that these paintings are
already aesthetically exciting. He'does not try to tell us what we must look
for, or how to enjoy them, or what they symbolize (as if modem man could
ever really know). He presents ~n art which communicates through its
timelessness. Here is an art, he says, which speaks CIa universally human, a
universally understandable language." One of the reasons, he co~tinues,
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that Paleolithic art is "close enough to make us feel the unity of mankind
and reduce the seeming difference between history and prehistory" is-that
"then, ilS today, man is oppressed by man; then, as today, art represented
the wishes and interest of the ruling classes which possessed the spiritual
and material tools and weapons. It is because prehis·tory is not ended . . :
but entering upon its last stage, that Paleolithic art is again so tremendously
effective. . . . The great force of this art appeals to our consciousness
of power over nature; ... it. expresses a sexuality both strong and controlled (and it must not be forgotten. that for the last two hundred years
sexuality has been the focus of all escapist thinking in our civilization)."
In concluding, our author writes, "The study of Paleolithic art should
serve as a reminder to us that it is high time to put an end to the prehistory
of man and to begin a new era, in which the human race will consciously
make its history." Bravo, Max Raphael, it is' high time!
LLOYD

L6zES

GOFF

1

"

Geoqtey Chaucer of England, by Marchette Chute. New York~ E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1946• $3.75.
This book is as much an intimate picture of fourteenth-century England and Chaucer's relation to its tradition and customs as it is the story of
the poet himself. In the selection and development of material Miss Chute
has shown sensitive discrimination between what is essential recording and
what is essential to the writing of a highly readable biography. With·grateful acknowledgment of. indebtedness due the research of scholars, she
neither offers argument nor invites it, but proceeds with forthrightness in
the telling of a story ~ entertaining as that of any novel.
Chaucerian experts may quibble that some of their pet p~dantries have
been lightly tripped over or slyly sidestepped, but this will not be dis~urbing
to the lay reader who ·includes Chaucer in his scope of literary enthusiasms
and who will surely appreciate the efforts of a biographer to bring the attention of a wider reading public to a poet so demonstrably modem. Although
little, if anything, has been added to what is' already known about Chaucer,
caution has been taken to include, all relevant details which bear upon a
better understanding of the man in relationship to his own times as well as
to ours. Miss Chute makes her position clear by declaring this book not to
be designed for the picayune probing pf the seasoned Chauc~rian but as a
service for the uninitiated-or perhaps more realistically for those who
shudder in remembrance of the assigned memorization of the first twenty
lines of the "Prologue" presumed, supposedly, to prove the ease with which
Chaucer may be "mastered." Despite the author's wishful protests and her
determination to demonstrate that Chaucer need not be a bogey, there still
remains some doubt that those who have found the East Midland dialect
of Chaucer's time a barrier to pleasurable reading in the past will find all
difficulties surmounted after reading this book.
Whether to-know Chaucer, though, is worth some effort or not, op.e
:,\'
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needs only to read this biography and Miss Chute's spirited and frequently
~ppant analyses of ·The House of~Fiine, The Book of the Duchess, The
Parliament of Birds, TroUm and Criseyde, and, of course, The. Canterbury
Tales, to know that the answer is unquestionably yes. .In a popularized
approach such as this one, there has been a tendency, perhaps, to place a
. too-great emphasis upon those .;aspeas of Chaucer's writiI!g which are.. lively
and entertaining and not enough upon .the profounder qUalities which
designate his stature as a major philosophic, poet whose influence has domi- 'j'
nated the tradition of realism down to ~e present day and gained for him,
the title "father of English literature." Neverthele,~s, the book is more'
than satisfying an~ with index and bibliographica11i,stings of direct sources
and collateral reading from which informal sprinklings of explanatory footnotes are drawn, unusually compl~te. All decorations, based on fourteenthcentury illuminations, as well as an end-paper map of medieval London,
A DAR U T LED G E
are the work of the author.

I
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j
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Felix Mendelssohn Letters, edited by G. Selden-Goth. New York:
theon Books, Inc., 1945- $4'50.

Pan-

As a gifted child pianist, Mendelssohn v~its Goethe and plays for him.

The poet "sits in a dark comer and his old eyes, flash." . Later, a tale!1ted~
young composer-pianist at twenty, Mendelssohn' plays a concert in London.
The ladies' gay bonnets become agitated at every little flourish, reminding
him of wind in a tulip bed. Afterward, at dinner, he becomes intoxicated
with a brown-eyed girl. Her name is Louise and she speaks English.
He tells his sister casually that the organ piece for.'her wedding ~lbe
completed in a few days. One wonders what weddings were like before that.
After accepting a musical position at Dusseldorf,. he writes, "There is
an opera, a choral society, an orchestra, church music, a public, and even
a small opposition; it is simply delightful:'
.
, After strenuous practising for an organ recital. he walked along the
street, conScious only of organ passages. ~
His wife is not a diligent coqespondent because there are "three little
soprano singers in the house}' . We hear that he accompanies the 'young
Queen Vietoria,who sings for him 'and sighs, "Oh, if only I had not been
.so nervous."
,
"
If the reader "likes these very human flashes, he will' enjoy th~fine
Selden-Goth collection of the Mendelssohn letters. It is only fair t~say,
howeyer, that a good many of .the letters will be of interest prim¥ily to
J. D. ROB B
musicians.

Voltaire: Man of Justice, by Adolph' Meyer. New York: Howell, Soskin,
Pub1is4ers, Inc., 1945~ $3.50 •
This is an informal, smoothly written narrative, well digested from
s.ources many of whiCh are familiar but some newly unearthed by Mr. Meyer.
I
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Designed" for the general reader-almost, one feels, for a reader who has "
known nothing whatever of Voltaire-it carries no paraphernalia of documentation and sometimes is tantalizing as to the source and dependability
of a given datum.
.
Although Voltaire clearly is a hero to this biographer, he is seen with
reasonable objectivity. His lies are admitted and not particularly condoned,
his avarice is named as such, and his plays are recognized as hopelessly poor·
theatre. The stress, however, is pl~ced upon his shrewd analysis of the
social maladies of eighteentll~century France, and most of all upon his intense hatred of injustice.
Two climaxes are apparent: the r~alization of freedom that Voltaire
. found in England and described ,in the Lettres Philosophiques, and the
Calas case in which the aging cynic became almost a starrry-eyed crusader.
In between was a long passage of doldrums, due largely to the Marquise du
Chatelet but complicated also by the nagging friendship of the Prussian
Frederick. .
Meyer is judiciously restrained in his eSfimate of what Voltaire con~
tributed to the French Revolution. He admits that the notary's son was at
heart an aristocrat, and in the handling of the Ferney enterprise very definitely an autocrat. Of the three ideals of the Revolution, liberty indeed
was vital for this freest of thinkers; but equality persuaded him not at all,
and fraternity therefore could operate only within narrow limits. In sum,
the reader is confirmed in the thought that Voltaire (like Rousseau) probably was very lucky to die before the actual Revolution came.
Final thanks are due to Meyer for not reporting the apocryphal cliche,
"
. but I'd die for your right to say"it."
GEORGE

The Shape of Books to Come, by
ing Press, 1944. $2.50.

J. Donald Adams.

HEDL~EY

New York: The Vik-

The Shape of Books to Come has had some unkind cuts from its reviewers. Mr. Adams is "bourgeois" in his point of view, if not downright
priggish-so blow the winds from not a few newer directions. At the risk
of being assigned to accompany him ~o his bourgeois limbo, honesty compels
me to confess some sneaking fellow prejudices: that I dislike Finnegan's
Wake simply because I can't understand it; that I believe communication a
fundamental literary virtue; that I think the 'twenties and nat~ralism
sometimes overplayed sex and the sewer in a fundamentally adolescent
f"lIlanner; that I wish I could understand more of the contemporary poetS;
that it's comforting to be uplifted by literature now and then; that a little
uplift might come in handy-now espec~ally. It seems to me high time that
some of us settled down to being somewhat more honestly bourgeois in our
critical confessions; up to now the "I think it's jes' wonderful, Mr. Deshee,
I cain't understand a word of it" attitude of the Green Pastures cherubs has
dominated too many timid, puzzled souls like me who would like to follow
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the ruggedly intellectual lead but can't make the R.· p~ ,Blackm:ur level jon
theIr own power. Better honesty of the most J. Donald Adams-bourgeois
brand than cryptic posturing in all the new directions. ~ike Mr. Adams, I,
too, prefer living in a literary democracy that breathes a slightly better
"atmosphere than when knighthood was in flower to taking closed communion with cultists sweetly jaxgoning in the intellectual,upper air.
. But if I ever come to the point of writing a book about it, I hope that
book won't confuse what· I should like literature and the world to be with
an honest- facing up to what they are, and why they must be what they are.
To me, Mr. Adams has written a poor book because he creates just. that
confusion, not because his predilections may be commonplace and oldfashioned.
. t
. The chief parting of our ways comes at the point, I think, of definition
and clarification of the function ·and origin of literature: "it has an obligation to assist in restoring the· dignity of the . human spirit," says Mr.
Adams. And he sees our forthcoming literature about to ·fulfill this obligation. He condemns much of modern liter~ture for "its disgust with. life,
its inability. or disinclination to clarify its meanings for us; confusion of
what is .temporarily interesting or pr-ovokiIl:g with what is of abiding importance." On the. other hand, he says "that the literature in which we find
the fullest satisfaction is the literature in wllich we find the fullest reaction
to life."· Now it seems to me that Mr. Adams would have it both ways: he
wants literature to be an instrument for clarification, guidance, and reform,
a chief provi~er of abiding values for the flagging spirit of marl; and he
wants it to be a full reflection of the life of its time. Most of us are. pitched
upon the two horns of this same dilemina of conflicting desires. The .difference is that I think most of us know it. And we know that the first desire must inevitably be tragically limited by the.! second if not wholly subservient to it.. Mr. ·Adams seems unconscious of ahy conflict because he finds
much evidence for optimism about the world to come, which literature is to
guide and reflect. Both are going to be better. The reader who does not
share his optimism, but who is no pessimist at that, will struggle to bring
himself and Mr. Adams into a men~ clearing where the issue can be fought
out.
.
The book never seems to' take complete stock of the world which modem men of letters are up against, an atomic world sinc.e Mr. Adams-has written-of its ~ebellio'ns, confusion, complexities, loss of faith, tottering and hypocritical idealism, staggering, tonflicts-of the very world which contrib~tes
to earlier twentieth century literature those qualities· for which Mr. Adams
most condemns it. "To clarify its meanings" or discover what is "of abiding
importance," or even to reflect it fully ,is a herculean' labor for any literature, without the additional t obligation of "restoring the dignity of the
human spirit" so sorely battened by this same world. About all that can be
asked of any modem writer is to .tell his tpIth.as he sees it and be as,sessed
therefore.
. ~ Now, certainly, it seems to me that in making this assessment, Mr.
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Adams considers our writers much too superficially; he 'leaves too little sense
of his real assimilation of them; sharp analysis of. method and material escapes ~ost of his 196 pages. Our wiser sophomores are making practically
the same observations of Dreiser and Wolfe and Hemingway-aided by the,
same authorities as is Mr. Adams-; and they are doing far better with the
modern poets, whom Mr. Adams dismisses with appalling Casualness. In
short, his is the summarizing technique of the reviewer, as is this very
paragraph!
I don't pretend to know the answers, either, to this basic problem:
where can literature lead; where is it obliged to follow? But I cannot escape
the feeling that literature can never lead toward the restoration of the human spirit as much as Mr. Adams expects it to, or that books to come, if
they are wholly honest, will find so much affirmation in life to reflect. If'
the books to come are shaped as Mr. Adams forecasts, we shall be in danger
of a return to literary wishful thinking, semi-hypoa-isy, ~dent and misjudged enthusiasms, which will present a full reaction not to life but to a
false, glibly expected brave new world. Willy nilly, literature and the men
who write it are shaped by life far more than Mr. Adams indicates. Chaucer
pictures-he does not mold-the medieval life; Shakespeare at his greatest
brings us his reflection of the titanic cross currents of good and evil that
were shaking his Elizabethan world. The point of attack, it would then
seem, is upon the life and not the literature that displeases us; for the shape
of books to come will be the shape of the world and men to come; and the
duty of the critic is to probe beneath the superficial evidence which feeds
his hopes for a deep, wise, and realistic reading of that world and those
men as they are in his own present.
<

KATHERINE
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